To Quit V. Provostship

combining "the side of... to consolidate the office of the Dean of... Secretary of the... currently slated for demolition, to... have... noted... Torkin Wed... been offered... and it... sought the post... advising, campus activities, residential... University through this..."[*

The plans were later altered to ex-... "..."[*

The resignation was never officially..."[*

By PETER GINSBERG

Two Superblock Area Shopping Centers Near Completion

Two University area shopping malls are nearing completion and soon will be opening their doors to the public.

When completed, the Valley Mall, located at 27255 Walnut St., and the University City Shopping Center, between Walnut and Locust on 400 St., will provide a total of six new theaters, several stores, central bus stops, and 1200 parking spaces.

The Valley Mall is being developed by Western Enterprises, a group of contractors who have worked on the construction of the University's new dormitories and other buildings.

The Mall will be open daily from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m., and will be closed on Sundays and holidays. Visitors are encouraged to walk or ride bicycles within the mall, and parking will be available in the Valley Mall parking garage.

The University City Shopping Center will feature a variety of stores, including department stores, restaurants, and specialty shops. The center will also include a movie theater and a public library.

The Valley Mall and the University City Shopping Center will offer a wide range of services to the community, including a movie theater, a children's play area, and a variety of restaurants.

The two malls will be connected by a pedestrian bridge, allowing visitors to easily move between the two shopping areas.

The Valley Mall will feature a variety of stores, including department stores, restaurants, and specialty shops. The center will also include a movie theater and a public library.

The University City Shopping Center will feature a variety of stores, including department stores, restaurants, and specialty shops. The center will also include a movie theater and a public library.
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FRESHMEN New Freshman Class Exceeds Target Goal

(Continued from page 1)

ship for many incoming students, it said. The University has "maximized" it.

President Sillars predicted Tuesday that "with the new fees we hope 'I have everyone settled." He said "I haven't noticed anything" that would suggest a decline in enrollment.

We had to make some moves to make sure we don't have a serious drop in enrollment," Sillars explained. "All odds worked in favor of success because of the careful calculation of percentages was off." The odds worked out at 1.5 times the number of freshmen the University anticipated. There were 3,427 freshmen.

The admission office had anticipated 2,000 freshmen next year, and had been advised to plan for that number. Even with this information, in addition, admission officials went ahead with plans to admit 689 transfer students. Assistant Admission Director Ted Lefeburgh said the office expected a high attrition rate among transfers, to keep total enrollment down for the previous year's load.

He noted that transfer students, only 450 of whom were on financial aid, were likely to have to be added to the University's enrollment this year. In addition, students who took medical leave, were transferred, or were otherwise delayed, were likely to be added to the University's enrollment.

The study, which consisted of a physical inspection of the structures and interviews with the citizens group, is proceeding according to plan. Although U.S. District Court Judge Clarence Newcomer refused to sign an injunction, the citizens group was able to proceed after the court order in July halting the demolition of the 1,400 block. A tax analysis of the property and a financial "formation" was obtained by the citizens group. The property had been purchased by the University for about $1 million.

However, Kobb commented he was "concerned" about the feasibility study on rehabilitation of the 1,400 block. A tax analysis of the property and a financial "formation" was obtained by the citizens group. The property had been purchased by the University for about $1 million.
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Another Housing Crisis

The University's new admissions housing is not just an inconvenience to the 4,500 freshmen, but an economic problem for the University's students. The housing crunch has caused a lot of problems for the students, and the University has had to make some tough decisions.

As Butler climbed this year, College Hall and all its facilities were at a loss for words. The University had to make some tough decisions, and students were left feeling angry and frustrated.

For the past two years, the University has been trying to solve the housing problem. The University has been working hard to provide more housing for its students, but it has been difficult to find the money to build new housing.

The President of the University, Dr. Strauss, had called for the impeachment of President Nixon because of "the grave issue of political influence and corruption."

When I was a student in the late 1960s, the war in Vietnam was a major concern of mine. I wanted to do something to help stop the war, and I was active in the anti-war movement.

Opening Exercises: The Need for Student Involvement

By Charles A. Krause

The following remarks were delivered at the annual Opening Exercises, the first day of classes, by Charles A. Krause, a faculty member of the English Department.

As the new academic year begins, we must confront the challenges facing higher education today. The need for student involvement is more critical than ever.

The University must continue to be a place where students can learn and grow. We must ensure that the University remains a vibrant and dynamic community where students can make a difference.

The University must also address the issue of overcrowding. The University has been struggling with overcrowding for many years, and it is time to find a solution.

The University must also ensure that students have access to the resources they need to succeed. The University must provide adequate financial aid and support services to help students achieve their academic goals.

With all of this, during 1974-75, the school will finally have to face up to all of its ambitious plans, nearly all at once. This need not be the year the University rises to the mountain-top, if indeed it ever does so. But this is a year of transition, of moving from the good of action, beyond mere planning, is required.
This map tells you how to get to The Provident. But you really don't need it. We're easy to pick out of the crowd. Just look for the bank with lots of tellers and no long lines. We figure you've waited long enough to enjoy our convenient services.

With a Provident Master Charge—when you're out of money, you're not out of luck.

Remember that sensational weekend trip you passed up because all you had in your pocket was a few dollars? Well, now The Provident has something that no other bank in the city offers. Something to make sure you won't miss out on anymore good times. It's a special Master Charge Program for students. Master Charge is the most versatile, most useful kind of credit you can have. You can dine with it, travel with it, shop with it. Use it at the Penn Bookstore. You can even get cash with it.

If you'd like a Master Charge Card for your very own, just stop by and pick up an application. And while you're here, we'll be glad to show you how you can save some money in the bargain with Flat Rate Checking. It's the account that doesn't care how many checks you write. Whether it's 5 or 55, you still pay one low flat rate every month.

The Provident National Bank
3535 Market Street
Philosophy Courses of General Interest Offered in the Fall, 1974

(No previous knowledge of philosophy is required or assumed)

Philosophy 1 - INTRODUCTION TO THE PROBLEMS OF PHILOSOPHY
Taught by Professors Hartman (T Th 10) and Lewis (M W Th). A careful examination of a variety of fundamental philosophical problems such as the existence of God, free will and determinism, the nature of a person, the mind-body problem, etc.

Philosophy 3 - ANCIENT PHILOSOPHY
Taught by Professor Hartman (T 12, Th 11). An introduction to the Presocratics, and to the metaphysics, and moral and political philosophy of Plato and Aristotle.

Philosophy 31 - THEORY OF KNOWLEDGE
Taught by Professor Jaegwon Kim. Visiting Professor from the University of Michigan (T 11, Th 10). An examination of the nature and possibility of human knowledge. Topics include: the concept of knowledge, the foundation of knowledge, perception, and the external world, knowledge of the past, and the epistemological implications of these.

Philosophy 34 - CONTEMPORARY PHILOSOPHY
Taught by Professor Risse. Critical appraisal of important contemporary works in philosophy, with emphasis on theories of knowledge and science, philosophy of art, and the relationship between mind and body. The course is taught by Professor Ross

Philosophy 54 - CONTEMPORARY PHILOSOPHY
Taught by Professor Rogers (T 13, Th 12). A study of the crucial ethical questions raised by present and future social problems, including those arising from medical research, biotechnology, environmental concerns, and the measurement of human quality of life.

Philosophy 81 - PHILOSOPHY IN LITERATURE
Taught by Professor Brown. The purpose of this course is to study the logical foundations of literature. The course will be taught by Melville, James O'Neil and Faulkner. We shall seek to use literary works to help us to understand more fully the experiences, persons, and objects which are important to us.

COURSES ADDED AFTER PRE-REGISTRATION:
(For Undergraduate and Graduate Students)

Philosophy 437 - WITTGENSTEIN'S LATER PHILOSOPHY
Taught by Professor Meltzoff. An examination of the later works of one of the most influential and important 20th century philosophers. Philosophy 437 is a required course for all students who are interested in the philosophy of language.

Philosophy 440 - FREEDOM AND PREDICTION
Taught by Professor Hartman. This is a course in the philosophy of freedom and prediction. It is a course in which philosophical concepts are applied to real life situations.

The Dormshop will be open for registration on the first day of the Fall semester. All other sections are Modern Elementary Hebrew.

PETER CONN
"Transitional Period"

Conn named Acting College Dean

BY ELIZABETH

Associate professor of English Peter Conn has been named acting dean of the College of Arts and Sciences, an academic unit which will be abolished. Conn's appointment comes at a time when efforts of faculty members and administrators to reform the fragmented structure of liberal arts programs at the University are in the process of being implemented. Conn's appointment is to last only as long as possible, until the reform is accomplished, and he will be working closely with Vartan Gregorian, dean of the new Faculty of Liberal Arts. Conn is preparing for and implementing a major reorganization of the college, and the"first principle," of any major restructuring will be "not simply the reorganization of the curriculum, but the reorganization of the way that the college is run." According to Conn, the college's "most fundamental problem" is the "division between the traditional liberal arts and the professional schools." Conn's appointment comes in the wake of the college's "transition period," during which it will be "a period of consolidation and transition."

The consolidation last spring of College, Graduate Arts and Sciences, and the single standard for the University's academic process. Conn is one of the foremost authorities on the Philosophy of Science, and is known for his ability to make complex ideas accessible to a general audience.

The Dormshop will be open for registration on the first day of the Fall semester. All other sections are Modern Elementary Hebrew.
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Krause Urges Activism at Opening Exercises

BY DEBBIE STRAUSS

Young Alumni” trustee and Young Alumni Liaison at the University of Pennsylvania, Charles A. Meyerson, president of the University, spoke at the opening ceremonies of the New School of Business and Economics Tuesday.

More than four hundred students, mostly freshmen, attended the ceremonies in the Annenberg Center’s Zellerbach Theatre. The ceremony marked the traditional beginning of the academic year.

In light of recent crises in government, Krause said the University should find a "more authoritative, more institutionized way to investigate and report on areas of government funding if the level and national levels."

As students "we do not really have a star by which to judge our trans- parently and our political system by our methods and schools in the university."

The nation’s economy, "other depart- ments and schools in the University should find a "more authoritative, more institutionized way to investigate and report on areas of government funding if the level and national levels."

As students "we do not really have a star by which to judge our trans- parently and our political system by our methods and schools in the university."

"We are pleased to announce our adjournment of the University’s and Washington Post reporter Charles A. Krause called for greater University involvement in the New School of Business and Economics Tuesday. More than four hundred students, mostly freshmen, attended the ceremonies in the Annenberg Center’s Zellerbach Theatre. The ceremony marked the traditional beginning of the academic year.
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News in Brief

Ford Delays Announcement on Inflation Steps

WASHINGTON (UPI) -- President Ford is delaying announcement of major new anti-inflation measures until early next month because it would be "irresponsible" to move so late in the current legislative year, a White House official said).

Press secretary J.F. terHorst said the President's decision to put off economic policy shifts until January when the State of the Union and Budget messages are presented to Congress "means the President is taking his time until next year" to take action.

He said the President did not consider it advisable to institute major proposals on the economy now since Congress has only a few weeks left in session, work remaining in this election year.

Administration officials have been saying that Ford might take a series of initiatives immediately following the "Inflation Summit" meeting held last week in Washington. While terHorst did not foreclose Ford's moving in with specially hard-pressed sectors of the economy, such as housing and transportation, he emphasized that no major new proposals were immediately on the agenda.

Ford discussed Inflation with Press Secretary J.F. terHorst during the Congressman's weekend in Washington. All important officials are expected to keep a close eye on the Ford's act next month.

Winston: On Campaign Money

WASHINGTON (UPI) -- Gen. Craighead W. Abrams, Army Chief of Staff and a hero of the Battle of the Bulge in World War II, died early Wednesday. He was 61 days short of his 80th birthday.

His death, attributed to complications from removal of a coronary bypass operation last year, was announced at Walter Reed Army Medical Center where it had been performed.

Army Chief Abrams

Dead At 60 Years
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Tonkin (Continued from page 1) as a man who "represents a real dedication to undergraduate education." Tonkin is also chairman of the Performing Arts Council, which is responsible for revising the University's programs in that field.

Tonkin helped develop the University's living-learning residence projects and aided in revamping the school's advising structure. In addition, Tonkin worked on the freshman writing program and the College of Thematic Studies.

The Vice-Provost said he was "always unhappy" with the decision to have both a VPUI. and VPUS, and now feels "much happier with the new plans."

Stellar is expected to release a new job description by the end of this week.

"It's a new ball game," Stellar said.

Storm Dolly Speeds Towards Cape Cod

MIAMI (UPI) - Tropical storm Dolly sprang to life off the Virginia coast Wednesday and sped toward Cape Cod with 60 M.P.H. winds, touching off marine warning along the eastern seaboard. Dolly was one of three tropical disturbances being watched by hurricane forecasters. In the Caribbean, tropical storm Carmen remained weak and nearly stationary about 60 miles west-northwest of Campeche, Mexico, and the threat of still another tropical storm was growing about 800 miles east of the Carolinas.

CHRISTIAN
Make Your Stand!

Join with us at our
Body Life Meeting
Tonight (Thursday) 7:30 p.m.
Penn Campus Crusade for Christ
3934 Spruce Street
387-3342

Special low college rates for campus delivery of
The New York Times
(It goes to your head)

Contact
Student Newspaper Agency
201 Logan Hall, University of Pennsylvania
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19174
Telephone 929-8411

or mail this coupon

Daily subscription valid on campus only. 1 23 below the newsletter price.

Fall term: 3 weekdays and 1 weekend (Mon., Wed., Fri.)...
Weekly...
Monthly...

Fall Year: 3 weekdays and 1 weekend (Mon., Wed., Fri.)...
Weekly...
Monthly...

GRADUATE COURSES OPEN TO A LIMITED NUMBER OF UNDERGRADUATES

BY PERMISSION OF THE INSTRUCTOR

(Call or visit the Annenberg School Office for information)

COM 518 Theater Laboratory
Hona Gerbner
Students learn about various phases of theatrical production and test different theories on the stage. (Two terms; students must enter in fall term; credit only on completion of second term) Mon. and Wed. 2-4 p.m.

COM 532 Public Policy in Broadcast Communications
William H. Melody
The structure of broadcasting; the role of stations, networks, programming and advertising, regulations and the bases for public policy in broadcasting. Wed. 4-6 p.m.

COM 566 Mass Media Criticism
Robert L. Shayon
Creative, social, and philosophical assumptions of mass media criticism; criticism as a creative act. Wed. 2-4 p.m.

COM 572 Communication in Education
Charles F. Hoban
Principles underlying various modes of communication in the school, interpersonal and
dollars in communication are considered. Fri. 10-12 p.m.
New Course Offerings Fall 1974

SOCILOGY

"Sociology of Religion" (No. 46330)
Sec. 59 (No. 46265)
M 1-4 SH C-17

"Tradition & Modernity In A Central African Society"

Soc. 529
"Traditions in the modern world. Comparison of traditional and modern societies, of the Congo, of the Central African region, of the Congo, of the Central African region."

Dr. Willy DeCraemer
Dr. Willy DeCraemer
No prerequisites.

INTERESTED IN A PART - TIME JOB?
The D.P. has several openings for typists in our composing room Mon., Tues., and/or Thurs. evenings - 8 p.m. to 12 or 1 a.m.
We will train you in the use of our Compugraphic typesetting equipment.
Call Sherry • 591-6851 • 10 a.m. - 4 p.m. for appointment.
If you are not available those evenings but would be interested in being a substitute typist some days or evenings please feel free to call.

DON'T LEAD A DOG'S LIFE, JOIN

The Daily Pennsylvania
Stop by our offices in Sergeant Hall Basement, 34th & Chestnut Sts anytime between 9 am and midnight and lead the exciting life of a DP reporter!

Public Policy Analysis FALL 1974

UNDERGRADUATE—GRADUATE

PPANA 422 Models of Social and Policy Processes 44258
Stephen Ross W F 11-12:30 Fels Center
Basic optimization techniques including control theory, dynamic programming, uncertainty, dynamic and Markov models of social processes, decision criteria.

PPANA 423 Policy Modelling and Design 44288
Scott Bowman F 2-5 Fels Center
Models of social and economic processes. Models discussed will be drawn widely from economics, sociology, political science, public policy, and related areas.

PPANA 721 Social Evaluation and Experimentation 44296
Anthony Boardman W 2-5 Fels Center
One-year seminar on the Social Evaluation and Experimentation of techniques used for public programs.

GRADUATE

PPANA 4280 Models of Social and Policy Processes 44258
Stephen Ross W F 11-12:30 Fels Center
Basic optimization techniques including control theory, dynamic programming, uncertainty, dynamic and Markov models of social processes, decision criteria.

PPANA 4281 Policy Modelling and Design 44288
Scott Bowman F 2-5 Fels Center
Models of social and economic processes. Models discussed will be drawn widely from economics, sociology, political science, public policy, and related areas.

PPANA 4282 Organizational Analysis 44312
Ralph Ginsberg and Oliver Williamson T TH 9-10:30 Fels Center
One year course on organizations, market phenomena, externalities, bargaining, welfare considerations and the public sector.

PPANA 4283 Governance of Metropolitan Areas 44336
Ralph Ginsberg and Albert Knaak T TH 9-10:30 Fels Center
One year seminar on the Political Economy of Metropolitan Areas, the economic theory of public choice will be extended to the set of govern-

PPANA 4284 Criminal Justice Policy 44344
Stephen Scholtifer and Joel Edelson T 4-6 Fels Center
Analytical study of behavior of judicial processes, corrections, police and criminals. Normative analysis of institutional alternative will focus on one aspect of the system.

PPANA 4285 Urban Models and Urban Policy Making 44355
Janet Pack and Staff W 9-12 Fels Center
Workshop devoted to investigating the usefulness of urban models for urban policy making, as well as the determinants of model use by public organizations.
Frenzied Chimp Runs Amuck at KYW-TV News

By United Press International

PHILADELPHIA - An 11-year-old chimpanzee named Marvin took over KYW-TV's newsmen for more than an hour, terrorizing them with antics that terrified the staff and left the room in shambles.

The four-and-one-half foot, 90-pound chimp was appearing on the nationally televised Mike Douglas show which originates from the KYW studios. First he wandered into the studio and had to be corralled by experts with the aid of a lollipop. Marvin then left his trainer, Bill Hampton, of Los Angeles, and made his way into a vacant room.

"A tremendous noise" — aref Douglas said. "I'm afraid any part of him." Douglas said.

Marvin then took over Douglas' costume to do a takeoff on "Planet of the Apes" with Marvin. "He was 'muscled' into a vacant room. "I'm always concerned with trained animals," said I.ou Wagner, another producer. "Ight fixtures and stagehands were hanging and floor plants."

"The Apes" with Marvin. "He was 'muscled' into a vacant room. "I'm always concerned with trained animals," said I.ou Wagner, another producer. "Ight fixtures and stagehands were hanging and floor plants.

The chimp was then placed on a stretcher and taken to a reception area where he took off the costume, left the room in shambles.

"A tremendous noise" — aref Douglas said. "I'm afraid any part of him." Douglas said.

"The falling drama became dangerous," said I.ou Wagner, another producer. "Ight fixtures and stagehands were hanging and floor plants.

"The chimp was then placed on a stretcher and taken to a reception area where he took off the costume, left the room in shambles."

Dr. Stephen Jaffee, a veterinarian from the Philadelphia Zoo, was summoned and tranquilized the chimp with a blow dart.

"The chimp was then placed on a stretcher and taken to a reception area where he took off the costume, left the room in shambles."

"A tremendous noise" — aref Douglas said. "I'm afraid any part of him." Douglas said.

"The falling drama became dangerous," said I.ou Wagner, another producer. "Ight fixtures and stagehands were hanging and floor plants.

"The chimp was then placed on a stretcher and taken to a reception area where he took off the costume, left the room in shambles."

"A tremendous noise" — aref Douglas said. "I'm afraid any part of him." Douglas said.

"The falling drama became dangerous," said I.ou Wagner, another producer. "Ight fixtures and stagehands were hanging and floor plants.
Dallas Cowboys in their first pre-season game DONCLL'NI
er star from
team Mill !>. [Image 0x0 to 1044x1466]

ONCE MORE WITH FEELING — Quacker quarterback Rob Gamble's 14th touchdown Wednesday afternoon's efforts were no more spectacular than his previous efforts at Franklin Field. Three previous attempts have been the rule.

BIL ETHER JACKSON

By ED BRET

It may be easier to turn the Atlantic than to fly over it if transatlantic baby boomer is desiring.

Dr. M. Thplklada Take Care of British

While the NFL extended its personal outdoor winning streak to 33 meets on the British Atlantic I

April 25, 1974

Tom Pinto: A Season That Never Started

BIL ETHER JACKSON

By BUZZY BRESINGER

For me as an athlete that describes miniature we were all rivals

A KICK IN THE MOUTH — John Bortoli carries the ball as a Columbia opponent watches

Sports Shorts

The University is making sure big bag sports at FRANKLIN FIELD. It is addition

Tom Pinto: A Season That Never Started

BUZZY BRESINGER

more than 20 teams from Penn and other way, did just jump to

The Gamble Seems Hopeful as gridders begin practice

Thursday, September 5, 1974

When Denver announced in football program last year, the

Gridders had no conference rules to follow, one accounding for fullback Jim Kridders. Traditionally, conferences to the Big Ten are

But for Tom Pinto, alternating starter at quarterback on the Penn football

The Gridders were established on September 11, 1974, the day before the team begins its one-a-day practices today, but it will be

TOM PINTO

At the Buzzers

receivers to the spread offense of the Big Ten. And it was in the Big Ten that
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